
Parliament Minutes 
 

RUPD Updates 
● 2 bike accidents in the past 2 days -> bike safety is important! 

○ Use reflective gear/lights, follow traffic, be aware of buses, wear helmet 
 
SA Updates 

● Campus wide vote 
○ Approx 60% said yes to LEAP 

● SA will vote soon, usually Martel would have two votes but Dylan will abstain as he will 
be absent. How should Tanner vote? 

○ A little bit of a majority voted yes 
○ Mentality of Parliament thus far has been no 
○ Tanner has a week to figure it out, but if you have any strong feelings let him 

know 
○ Poll of the room: everyone said “vote no with the caveat that we keep this 

conversation going to figure out a better developed proposal for the lifetime 
enrichment” 

 
Mental Health Support Panel 

● People shared stories about their mental health 
● Lunch discussion tomorrow about imposter syndrome w/ Erica 
● Thresa hosting mental health discussion tomorrow at 4 

 
New Flag Request 

● Update: probably not going to change Martel crest because there are quite some people 
who feel attached to the flag (like alumni and people associated with Rice) 

● If you are interested in designing a logo for Martel, you can do so; can be used for merch 
and banners, etc. but would not replace the flag 

● Passes! 
 
Space Requests 

● None 
 
Money Requests 

● None 
 
Shout-Outs 

● Emma Min and Sarah Berton for heading the RA committee 
● Felix Wu - offering tutoring in the commons for psychology and art history 
● Elisa Arango - playing in nationals for club soccer 
● Sanika, Thomas Herring, and Janani Velchamy for Esperanza 

 



Announcements 
● New RA announcement tomorrow at lunch in the commons 
● Nami Pledge (to be stigma free) 
● Monday - QRC Transgender Day of Remembrance 
● Some sophomores wondering about quad lights to be set up on sundeck instead 
● Request for card slider to enter game room 
● O-Week Coordinator applications due wednesday 
● Powderpuff beat Duncan! Freshmen flag beat McMurtry! sports! 

 
Ideas for Martel 

 
Dylan “share, care, and be aware. I stole that from Google images” Dickens 
Gabby “can you hand me a coke” Falcon 
Russell “volleyball” Kielawa 
Jacqui “ate tofu at prepar” Lee 
Akhil “treasurer 1” Surapeneni 
Vincent “treasurer 2” Gonzalez 
Eric “missing elisa :(“ Shi 
Elisa “club soccer goddess” Arango 
Toni “dinner” Smith 
Elliot “walked in just in time” Baerman 
Sapna “not in the slack” Suresh 
Tim “senior rep” Marshall 
Matt “junior rep” Thibodeau 
Thresa “mental health discussion leader” Skeslien-Jenkins 
Luke “had a proxy but then showed up” Conners 
Zach “junior rep” Bodek 
Sarah “RA search queen” Berton 
Bu “couldn’t figure out the slack” nt 
Justin “peach Sarah” Tang 
Nisha “sophomore rep” Patel 
Sophie “freshmen want merch” Clayton 
Connor “wearing like all black” Rothschild 
Kyle “perched on the edge” Dickens 
Kush “proxy” Brahmbhatt 
Tanner “hero of the SA” Reese 


